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ABSTRACT
HIVE, the High-performance Integrated Virtual Environment, is a
cloud cluster environment specifically developed to overcome
challenges associated with extra-large next-generation sequencing
(NGS) data. Through a number of algorithmic advances (including but
not limited to exploitation of sequence nature, parallelization, sequence
sorting, self-similarity recognition and non-redundification of read sets)
the HIVE Cancer Annotation Pipeline is capable of mutation discovery
with increased sensitivity requiring less time than previously described
methods.
The reference study surveyed tumor and adjacent non-tumor liver
genomes extracted from 81 HBV-positive and 7 HBV-negative
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) samples. Reads were uploaded directly
from SRA and analyzed using the HIVE-hexagon aligner and HIVEheptagon profiler. Preliminary findings show the HIVE approach detects
the same mutations reported by the previous reference analysis in
addition to several new mutations not previously reported.

METHODS (continued)
 Sequence Profiling

Aligned reads have been used to call nucleotide base variants along the
profile of the reference sequence. Together with the conventional
“pileup” approach, base-calling, genotyping and gene expression, the
HIVE SNP–profiler additionally calculates frequency maps, histograms,
Shannon’s entropic information content factors, forward/reverse
disbalance, insertions and deletions.

RESULTS (continued)
 Phylogenetic Analysis

SNV profiles of the patient samples are compared based on the results
of the phylogenetic analysis, which determines correlation between
case (tumor) and control (non-tumor) samples. It is expected that the
normal tissue and tumor tissues from the same patients be located on
the same branch. Further analysis is required to investigate the few
patient samples (tumor and non-tumor) that are not located on the
same branch, such as Patient ID 153.

BACKGROUND
Previous Study: Sung et. al., 2012
 Sequenced 81 HBV-positive and 7 HBV negative tumor (HCC) and
adjacent normal liver tissue
 Mapped paired-end reads to human reference genome (hg19) and
HBV genome (NC_003977).
 Gene expression microarray analysis
 Analysis of HBV integration and CNVs (CNVs were found to increase
at HBV breakpoint locations with chromosomal instability)
 Hepatitus B integration (HBV) was more frequent in tumor versus
adjacent liver tissues (86% vs 30%)
Current Study:
 Mapped paired-end reads to human reference genome (hg19), SNV
impact analysis, and phylogenetic analysis

 dbSNP Concordance

The HIVE-heptagon SNP profiling results for patient samples can
compliment and extend variation information present in dbSNP. The SNP
summary was downloaded from the HIVE interface in vcf format to
display the detected SNVs that met our threshold. By uploading this file to
SeattleSeq Annotation 137 web service, we detected the number of
variants that were covered in dbSNP.

 Phylogenetic Analysis

Comparative analysis of SNV profiles allows us to better classify the
patients and compare variations across the samples. PhyloSNP, our novel
tree-building application, takes in output SNV variation data from the
HIVE-heptagon profiler and produces phylogenetic trees.

DATA

RESULTS

Reads: 15 patients (tumor and non-tumor) paired-end read DNA-Seq data
from Sung et. al 2012, obtained from SRA/NCBI
Genome: Hg 19, GRCh37 Genome Reference Consortium Human 37
(GCF_000001405.22) downloaded from NCBI

METHODS
 ALIGNMENT

 dbSNP Concordance

Table 1 displays results of the dbSNP concordance for the randomly
chosen 15 patients. The table columns display the Patient ID, Type of
tissue (non-tumor vs tumor), SRA Accession number, number of SNVs
found in dbSNP, number of SNVs found with HIVE-heptagon, and the
percentage of SNV overlap between dbSNP and HIVE heptagon results.

 SNV profiles mapped to Biomuta

We mapped SNVs from each tumor sample to our curated cancer centric
database BioMuta, which provides a comprehensive linking from genomic
mutation to cancer types. Each individual sample contains a distinct
number of SNVs that can be mapped to BioMuta cancer sites and a
different pattern of cancer types associated BioMuta curated SNV. Each
sample has around 20 of SNVs out of a total average 30K SNVs marked by
their overlapping with BioMuta, which integrates all non-synonymous
single nucleotide variations from COSMIC, ClinVar, ICGC, publications
(literature mining), etc
Sample-based Cancer associated mutation profile based on BioMuta data
140
Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma [UCEC]
Skin Cutaneous Melanoma [SKCM]

120

Prostate adenocarcinoma [PRAD]
100

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma [PAAD]
Non-small cell lung cancer [NSCLC]

Paired-end reads from patient samples (tumor and normal) were aligned
to the reference human genome (Hg19) utilizing the HIVE-hexagon
alignment tool.

80

Lymphoid Neoplasm Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphom [DLBC]
Lung squamous cell carcinoma [LUSC]

60

Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma [KIRC]
Glioblastoma multiforme [GBM]

40

Colon adenocarcinoma [COAD]
Breast invasive carcinoma [BRCA]

20

Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma [BLCA]
Adrenocortical carcinoma [ACC]

0

Acute Myeloid Leukemia [LAML]
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